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CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

29770-18

Burglary
Residential

Plain View Drive

29805-18

Burglary Vehicle

Florida Park Drive

29728-18

Traffic Stop

Belle Terre Parkway and
E State Road 100

29733-18

Traffic Crash

E S.R. 100 and Belle
Terre Pkwy

V1 stated her front door was kicked open on 3-11-18 and her drone, a fishing pole
and a drill was stolen. V1 never called law enforcement to report it until today
after finding a firearm missing. V1s firearm was found in the bushes behind the
residence.
V1 stated her window was broken out and her purse was stolen while she was at
the park.
S1 was driving a vehicle without a valid driver’s license and upon trying to stop the
vehicle it fled on E Moody Boulevard. Deputies were able to stop stick the vehicle
on E Moody Boulevard near Commerce Parkway. A female soon after jumped out
of the vehicle. The vehicle was last seen entering Capri Trailer Park by Officer
Cozzone where 4 individuals fled into the woods on foot. A perimeter was
established and Fireflight and K9 responded. A firearm was also later located after
all the individuals were apprehended.
All 4 individuals were located and those arrested are as follows:
S1: aggravated fleeing and eluding, reckless driving, driving while license suspended
with knowledge and resisting without violence
S2: VOCC possession of cocaine/meth, writ of bodily attachment, possession of
cocaine, possession drug paraphernalia, resisting without violence and possession
of a firearm by a convicted felon
S3: making a false official statement and resisting without violence
S4: resisting without violence
Deputy involved in a motor vehicle crash. There were no injuries reported and the
crash was investigated by FHP.

ARRESTS
IR #

SUSPECT
NAME

RACE
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CHARGE
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SECTOR

29681-18

Earnest Brock

B/M

11-2-75

E Moody Boulevard / S Moore Street

311

29703-18

Harriette Warren

W/F

1-28-72

Old Kings Road

226

29750-18

Emmanuel Ameh

B/M

5-27-83

Carry Concealed
Firearm
Possession Cannabis
U20
Retail Theft

Palm Coast Parkway Kohls

215

